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Firestorms sweep Southland
Krystal McGee
Staff Writer
Last week over 14,289 acres
were consumed in the massive
fires in San Bernardino County.
In those 14,289 acres, over
451 homes and buildings were
destroyed and 67 were damaged at
a total cost of $24.1 million.
There were no fatalities and 8
people were injured in the fires of
San Bernardino County.
"Evacuation
for
San
Bernardino County mountains
was our priority, saving lives
comes first, then containing the
frres," Assistant Fire Chief Tim
Sappok said.
Students at CSUSB were
encouraged to evacuate illong
with other local communities near
the campus.
"On Oct 21 , 2007 students
were told they could evacuate. I
continued to stay on Campus until
Oct. 23, 2007 when my RA came
to my apartment and asked if I
wanted to evacuate, so I did,"
CSUSB student Jon Higgins said.
The "Little mountain fire" at
the University exit on the I-215
caused the school and access to
surrounding areas to be closed.
This is not the first time the school
has been shut down due to fires.
In 2003,, the fires actually
reached the campus and students
were evacuated.
The "Old FireHwas eventual- .
ly contained and controlled, "I
remembered the 'Old Fire' and
what that was like. I knew that
evacuating for this fire was important and I wanted to be safe, rather
than sorry," Higgins said.
The frres in San Bernardino
County are contained and comrnu- ·
nities have beeri allowed to return
home. San Bernardino County
Highways SR 330 and 18 were
closed for several days due to the
frres and are now open to mountain access.
The National Ora,nge Show
was home for several evacuees for
the ll\St few days. Mojave
Narrows Regional Park and
Yucaipa Regional Park were
homes for several families that
had tents and recreational vehicles
according to the San Bernardino
County Operational Area.
.Animal shelter was provided
to several animals that were found
and rescued. Financial Assistance
is available for pet . owners
through United Animal Nations
(UAN). UAN is offering assistance grants of up to $500 to help
victims of the fires in. Southern ·
California care for their pets.
Along with the .fires in San
Bernardino County, there were
several frres in San Diego and a
frre in Orange County.
In San Diego County, over
370,0 12 acres were consumed by
the fire. Along with the acres, over
2,046 homes and buildings were
destroyed and 367 were damaged
with a total cost of $41 .5 million
in damages.
In Orange County, the fire
consumed over 28,445 acres,
destroyed 24 homes and damaged
20 with a total cost of $11 .6 million in damages.
Within San Diego and
Orange County there were over
107 people injured with two fatalities to this date.
The fires have been contained.
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Fire ravaged Shandin Hills for the second time this year during the firestorms that raged across the Southland in October. San
Bernardino did not suffer any casualties due to fire, unlike San Diego county.
·

CSUSB in the wake of disaster
Nick De Leon
Staff Writer
The damages CSU SB sustained during its week-long closure have tentatively resulted in
over $1 20,000 in costs with some
invoices still to be totaled, according to reports from CSUSB
Facilities Services.
The campus was closed from
Oct. 22-26 due to damage from
high winds and health risks from
smoke and toxins in the air from
the wildfires.
After CSUSB was .reopened,
concerns arose over how the evacuation of the campus was handled,
. what decisions led to the campus
being closed for an entire week
and what impact the lost time
might have on returning students
and faculty.
Evacuation of students, facul-

the need to clean the campus of
fallen
trees, debris and trash, repair
22 served to trigger "unriecessary
.
or
reinstall
traffic signs, to allow
traffic snarls," according to
external air pollution to abate,"
CSUSB President Albert Karnig.
"We'll partially deal with the Karnig said.
Kamig added that the need to
[evacuation] issue beginning next
January when we open the loop clean the campus was attributed
road around the uni~ersity - with " .. .especially to [changing] air filexits at Little Mountain (on the ters, check air handlers, and test to
east side of campus) . and Ash assure that the interior air quality
Street (on the west side)," of all buildings met appropriate
President Karnig said. "In addi- standards before there was a gention, we're likely to stagger the eral return to campus."
Quest ions have arisen condeparture of staff from campus, as
well as improve the manner in cerning the effect the week-long
which we communicate the clo- closure may have on the schedule
for the remainder of the quarter.
sure of classes."
One possibility that was
The winds served as an obstacle until Wednesday, Oct. 24, rejected by both faculty and stuwhen the decision was made by dents was the extension of classes
President Karnig to keep campus by a week.
"After consideration of a host
closed through Friday evening.
"The decision to cancel class- of options, the decision has been
es through Friday was rooted in made to continue the quarter in

ty and staff from campus on Oct.

accord with its previously scheduled dates," Karnig said in an
email to faculty.
Kevin Doyle, aSsociate director for Facilities Services, said that
a variety of departments within
Facilities Services worked to
clean up the campus by Oct. 26.
"Personnel
coordinated
remo·v al of.. . downed trees and
branches and piCked up trash and
debris throughout campus patios,
courtyards, door entrances and
Student Housing areas," Doyle
said. "They also cleared all paths
of travel and removed known
unsafe impediments to accessibility."
Heating and Air Conditioning
"inspected and replaced building
air ventilation filters, Photovoltaic
equipment,
and
thoroughly
cleaned and re-treated the
Continued on Pg. 2
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CSUSBPD steps up

Deals for prescription drugs

Joshua Gutierrez

Adriana Vargas

Staff Writer

on Oct. 1, 2007, roughly 15,500
cards have been downloaded and a
little more than 6,100 prescriptions
have been ran at a discounted
rate," Edward J. Brown III,
California Rx Card Program
Director said.
" ... the free Rx Program has
brought almost $66 million in prescription savings to members
around the country and is expected
to reach $100 million for 2007,
noted Brian Oliver, executive vice
president of United Networks of
America (UNA).
"This card is responsible for
assisting residents who have high
prescription drug costs that inundate them every week, month,
year," Brown added . "The program can also be used by people

who have health insurance coverage with no prescription benefits."
" ... the California Rx Card can
make a b\g difference for people
who may have limited insurance
benefits or no insurance at all.. ."
Brown said.
One sponsor of the program,
The Word & Brown Companies,
serve nearly 45,000 employers and
more than 600,000 people
throughout the nation by providing .
health benefit plan models and
employee benefit services to
employers.
"Word and Brown (W & B)
and Cal Choice, a company of
Word and Brown, have agreed to
sponsor the program. This means
they have agreed to help distribute

cards and create awareness,"
Brown, also co-founder of The
Word and Browri'Companies, stated.
The program is driven by
UNA, a networking company that
deals with more than 380,000 participating health providers serving
more than 28.2 million members.
"UNA does all the processing
and adjucating of the scripts. UNA
powers the program," Brown stated.
California residents
can
download a free discount prescription card by visiting www.californiarxcard.com.
The location of local pharmacies that are accepting the card and
medication pricing are also available on the website.

air quality on Wednesday Oct. 24,
which led to indoor test results
indicating air quality
met
California
Environmental
Protection Agency {CALIEPA)
standards.
Doyle said, "thr?ughout the
closure, campus administrators
deemed air quality meeting
CAL/EPA standards as the deter-

minant factor when making the
final decision to reopen the campus."
Building Maintenance "completed campus wide roof. inspections and identified locations that
required repair, and coordinated repairs to temporary power
lines, replacemen~ of broken
Health and PE complex Dance

Studio
window
and
readjusted/installed
numerous
automatic doors, as well as
replaced or reinstalled safety-related traffic signs in parking lots and
roadways," he said.
Custodial crews deep-cleaned
all building interiors in time for
Friday's volleyball game at the
Arena and Saturday classes.

Staff Writer
California currently has an
uninsured health care rate that is
significantly higher than the
national rate of 15.5 percent,
according to figures released by
ihe U.S. Census Bureau in 2006.
The nearly 19 percent ofunin's ured Californians can now download a free discount prescription
drug card that is said to savS! up to
75 percent on prescriptions.
The California Rx Card can
be used at chain and independent
pharmacies across the state on
~elect medications and has no
Iestrictions
or
participation
· tequirements.
;
"Since the release of the card

Continued:

Damage on campus

• ecreational Sports swimming
;pool, while Environmental Health
nd Safety (EHS) coordinated
:W.door and outdoor air quality sur:Veys with a contracted Industrial
;Hygienist," he said:
:
EHS personnel began testing

[Man shot, killed following high speed chase
•
:Adriana
Vargas
:Staff Writer
I

I

;
A vehicle pursuit that began
)lear CSU~B ended with the death
:of a 27-year-old man.
:
On Oct. 23, shortly before 6
;p .m. CSUSB Police (CSUSBPD)
~aid they spotted a man in a pick•
.np truck north of the campus.
:
The man fled, leading Cal
~State police in a lengthy chase.

.
~

Thereafter, the assistance of the
San Bernardino Police Department
(SBPD) was requested.
The chase continued north on
Waterman Avenue, up Highway 18
to Skyland Truck Trail and continued into the foothills, according to
SBPD .
When officers attempted to
take the suspect into custody, the
suspect rammed his truck into an

officer's vehicle. This prompted
officers to fire their weapons in
self-defense, according to
SBPD.
The suspect was pronounced
dead at the scene by paramedics.
SBPD later identified the suspect as Russell Lane Daves of
Topock, Ariz.
Several media outlets reported
Daves to be a suspected arsonist,

CHAPMAN
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but neither CSUSBPD nor SBPD
have identified this individual as a
suspected arsonist.
The incident i,s still under
investigation
by
the
San
Bernardino Sheriff's Department.

CSUSB's police department
has been chosen as one of eight
police agencies in the nation to test
a new national law enforcement
strategy.
The program aims to improve
law enforcement's response and
assistance to crime victims.
CSUSB's Police Department
was the only law enforcement
agency from a college or university chosen to implement the strategies.
"The whole scope of the program is to enhance the response to
victims," Police Support Services
Supervisor Scott Kovach said.
"We are trying to fmd out
what law enforcement can do to
better assist victims of. crime,"
Kovach said.
The strategies, which were
developed by the International
Association of Chiefs of Police
(IAFC) and funded by a multi-year
grant from the Office for Victims
of Crime (OVC), were created to
change America's law enforcement community to communicate
better with crime victims.
"One of the areas we are
going to hit is communication,"
Kovach said. "What we are trying

to do is get the law enforcement
officers to be more sympathetic to
the victims. We want to give them
more information than we formerly did."
The strategy also includes
plans to create a flier that
describes to the victim how to
obtain a copy of the police report
as well as resources that are available to them, Kovach said.
"The
Cal
State
San
Bernardino Police Department is
honored to have been chosen for
this program," said interim Police
Chief Jimmie Brown. "Our officers and staff have worked very
hard to maintain the level of
response and service assistance to
victims of crime."
·
The strategies were first
implemented through a field testing stage in three police departments and have now moved on to
the validating stage where CSUSB
and the other seven law enforcement agencies will test them.
If proven effective, the strategies will be enacted nationwide.
"Through the county of San
Bernardino, victims will also have
a 2-1-1 phone service," Kovach
said. "This is a toll-free resource
that they can contact to get free
services in order to steer them in
the right direction."

Funds for foster youth
Melanie Hunter

Program has been in existence
since
2003 and has served 53 stuStaff Writer
dents to date.
Civic leader Mark Edwards
"The program is very benefidonated $656,000 to the CSLTSB cial. They gi'le us scholarship
EOP Foster Youth Program.
money, guidance and answer all of
The donation will help create my questions," CSUSB sophea special support services program
more Brandon Miller said.
for enrolled foster youth.
CSUSB's EOP Foster Youth
The donation is intended to Program already ensures th'"' fo5help undergraduate students, who ter youth receive assistance in
have been foster chi1dren, remain admissions to the uriiversifY, - a~
successful in college and complete active participants in university
·
a degree.
life and are prepared for gradua"Funds will be used to pro- tion· and beyond.
There has been much
support services, such as
"This gift will be .a tremenspeculation
as
to vide
additional ·financial aid-targeted . dous boost to our effort to identify,
whether the quarter will workshops and cultural opportuni- recruit and support these young
be extend by a week due ties among other activities," adults who typically do not have
Milton Clark, dean of undergradu- strong social support systems,"
to campus closure. ate studies at CSUSB, said. .
Clark said.
According to the CSUSB
After deliberation, the ·
In San Bernardino County,
office of Public Affairs, CSUSB approximately 300 foster youth
administration
has serves 36 students who were in
graduated high school this year.
decided that the quarter foster care.
Nationally, o~y 20 percent of
About
10
~ew
students
are
foster
youth pursue secondary
will remain·on schedule
expected to enroll this fall.
education and only six percent
and not be extended.
The EOP Foster Youth obtain a degree, according to
Tristan Garcia, EOP Foster Youth
Program coordinator. .
· "It's key to have a person on
campus who cares about you and
helps you decipher the process,"
Garcia said.
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Look Ahead to Your

Futur~.

Chapman University College's Inland Empire campuses are the perfect choice to
complete your bachelor's degree or take the next step and earn your graduate degree.
Undergraduate, graduate, and certifiCate prograrru in:
General Education, Computer Information Systems, Criminal Justice, Health Administration,
Health Services Management, Human Resources; Liberal Studies, Organizational Leadership,
Psychology, Social Science, and Sociology.

Graduate Education degree and credential programs in:
Education, Special Education, and Teaching
Not all prograrru aooilable at all locations.

For more information call 866..CHAPMAN.
or visit us online www.chapman.edu/inlandempire
Moreno Valley

Ontario

22620 Goldencrest Dr.

2890 Inland Empire Blvd.
Suite llO

Suite 105

866-CHAPMAN

866-CHAPMAN

www.chapman.edu/morenovalley

www.ch apman.edu/ontario

Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential programs ore accredited by the California Commis.sion on Teacher Creclentialing.
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California State University, San Bernardino
University Hall, UH 037
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA 92407
Office: (909) 537-5289
Advertising: (909) 537-5815
Fax: (909) 537-7585
Disclajmer
The Coyote Chronicle is published every Friday for distribution on Monday
during the academic session by the Department of Communication Srudies,
California State University, San Bernardino.
The opinions expressed in the Chronicle are those of the student writers and
editors and do not reflect the views of the university, its administration, fuculty, or any other person or institution unless expressly noted:
The appearance of any advertisement in the Chronicle does not represent
1he Chronicle views.
The Chronicle reserves the right to edit all editorials submitted to the paper.

Classifieds
House for Rent
4941 Alta Drive San
Bernardino, community
swimming pool,
$1600/month. Call 909-7544947

Room for Rent
Room with bath for rent in
large 4BD/3BA Highland
home; $550/mo, including
Trash/Gas/Water and full
privileges. Garage space
available to first renter.
Freeway close, Universities.
909-910-3454.
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Courtesy of: Elizabeth Saucedo, Viet Nguyen and Robert Whitehead

The fires that swept through the Southland burned more than 412,746 acres, destroyed a total of
2,521 homes and buildings. It caused an estimated $77.2 million in damages. The high winds that
facilitated the fires caused damages on campus. Before classes resumed: campus-wide roof inspections were conducted; custodial crews deep-cleaned all building · interiors; temporary power lines
were repaired ; and replacements and readjustments were made for all windows and automatic doors
and safety-related traffic signs that were damaged.
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'Yotes can help
Pablo Garcia
Staff Writer

Alarm response etiquette
Leslie Sevillano
Staff Writer
During a campus emergency
or evacuation, there are five things
to do and five things not to do.
First, if you hear an alarm, it
means , an emergency evacuation
has been declared. Make sure not
to jump out of your chair but
remember to evacuate quickly.
Try not to run over your fellow classmates or professors
because you will see them again
ooce campus re-opens.
Be kind and give a helping
hand to those who need it such as
assisting someone with a disability
· to the nearest exit. Do not rush
right by someone who needs assistance.
Secondly, CSUSB will notify
students through e-mail.
In case of a campus emergency requiring police, fire, or
medical assistance, use any campus telephone to dial 911.
You can also call Public
Safety at (909) 538-5165 or (909)
537-5911 for any e.mergency. You
will be connected with the campus
Pubhc Satety d1spatcher.
Office phone calls and verbal

communication will also be ways
of letting students know about the
situation at band.
You can help by sending out a
text message, getting onto your
mobile phone and calling your
friends.
Myspace is also an effective
route for passing along pertinent
information on school closures.
Third, calmly evacuate to your
transportation and leave in a calm

manner. You don't want to rush out
and crash your car or hurt yourself
or others.
If you do not have transportation, than proceed to the nearest
bus stop and they will assist you.
Outside transportation will
most likely not be able to get on
campus because roads will be
closed to enter campus.
Just like when campus was
closed because ?f the winds, cam-

Calmly evacuate your building
when an ·emergency alarm sounds
Follow directions given by those
in charge
Locate nearest means of exit
If on campus, check your CSUSB
e-mail fnr alerts

Stay off campus until further notice

pus police blocked the entrance
ways with their cars.
Fourth, if there is an immediate evacuation don't underestimate
the alarms and orders given to you.
Don't .think that you still have time
to relax with your friends on
campus.
Fifth, after an evacuation you
will not be able to return to campus
until it is reopened, so be sure to
consistently check your e-mail for
notifications.
If you do not have an e-mail
address then you need to get one as
soon as possible.
Do not come to campus and
try to ask someone because everyone will be gone.
This should help us to remember things to do when there is an
on campus evacuation and some
things not to do.
For more info on CSUSB
evacuation plans please visit
http://adminfin.csusb.edu.

The recent fires that devastated San Bernardino residents have
also brought the community
together. People have opened their
hearts and wallets to help the victims of the fire.
In one day, the American Red
Cross raised $1.2 million from the
surrounding community.
Thousands of people from
San Bernardino County were
evacuated to the · Orange Show
Fairgrounds. They left their homes
with nothing but the clothes on
their backs.
"My grandparents were evacuated from their home and they
came to stay with us. I can only
imagine how people who had to
go the Orange Show grounds felt,"
senior Ricardo Chavez said.
You can talk to almost anyone
on campus and the or know someone who has been affected by the
fires.
The local American Red
Cross provided many necessities
to the families that lost their
hom~s in the fires.
They provided families with
everything from blankets to
money for families to stay in local
hotels.
The American Red Cross is
not just a government agency, it
also relies on people and corporate
donations to be able to provide its

Pictured above is a photo captured by firefighter and
CSUSB Junior. Scott Norbyrn.
Norbryn captured this photo
on his camera phone as he
fought this house fire in
Running Springs.

services to the public. The Red
Cross depends heavily on community and corporate contributions to
keep up its operations.
The Red Cross also helped
feed and shelter the firefighters
who were battling the flames.
Anyone can help .by making
donations to help the victims in
our community.
The Red Cross needs items
like new blankets and clothes.
Monetary donations, no matter how small the amount, are in
dire need by the American Red
Cross.
In times· of disaster, blood
reserves-run low.
The Red Cross provides a
blood bank ·that can save thousands of lives each year. People
can visit any of its various locations in San Bernardino and
Riverside counties to donate their
blood.
Local businesses like Wells
Fargo bank and the New Car
Dealership Association have
donated hundreds of thousands of
dollars to the . Red Cross.
Somehow each of us are affected
by the fires.
People can make donations at
the nearest San Bernardino Red
Cross which is located at 202 W.
Rialto Ave. in San Bernardino.
They can also be contacted by
phone at 909-888-148l.Monetary
donations can also be made online
at www.redcross.org.

Ainerican
Red Cross

Flames can't stop our howl
_The ~matt cathot£e Newman M£Piistry ctub
"
at CS!A.SB

Stephanie Salvador
Staff Writer

"I live in Redlands. We had one day but that was it.
I felt like we were lucky. It was disappointing to lose a week
off of school because there are always things that I want to
get done in time and a week is a lot of time to lose. What
struck me was how hard it was the first day back because
you look at people and you just don't know what to say. The
range is from p eople who have just had a week off, to people
who have maybe just lost their homes so some people were
fine and some people were suffering. "
Thomas Moody CSUSB Philosophy professor

HISTORY

The Campus Ministry Movement was established in the Univers~y settings since 1883. Agroup of
members af the Melvin Club at the University af
Wisconsin initiated the Campus Ministry Movement focusing primarily an helping Catholic~ on
Campus to keep in touch with theirlal~her.ita~A decade later the first Newman Club was
estBfttis e he' 'versity of
Pennsylvania. This club had the same purpos :Bod' i was named after John Henry Cardinal
Newman, who was the Engljs leiulir in the nineteenth
century intellectual renewal in the chill! ha d as later chosen as the great
patron of campus · · r io ur country.

"It was a big inconvenience for me to drive here
and leave right away. I was a little happy in a way that
school was canceled but I was skeptical about it because I
feel bad for all those people that w_ere affected. !twas
nice on my end because I got a week off of school but on
the other end I feel bad. "
Erik Mora CSUSB Junior

. E
As you can ~e~, campus ministry has been'pfts t quite awhile and will continue flourishing.
Ipersonally 1nv1te you to become part o·th!Ji
Club. Just as these previous clubs; are pur·
pose is to came together to share, learurid pr c ·ce our faith through our social gatherings,
bible study, support groups, mass let,itions. ¥iritual retreats and community service
activities. Learning about your faith can Le very , and what better way than joining afaith
g~oup and having the opportunity af meeting new friends!.

• Club Meetings:

Upcoming Events:

• Mass Celebration wHh Fr. Jerry Dchetti

Day:Thursdays

Day: NovemiJer 21st

Where:San Manuel Student Union Room 221

Where:Eucalyptus Room (lower Commons)

Time: 8:00PM

Time:12:00 PM

• Habitat for Humanity

HOLY DAYS OF OBLIGATION WILL ALSO BE .
CELEBRATED

"At first I was worried because I didn't know what
was going to happen. I wasn't sure if we were going to have
to leave. On Tuesday morning at about 6:00 am people
came and knocked on our doors and told me that we were
having a voluntary evacuation. We had been told since
Monday to have our things ready and packed in case we
had to be evacuated. If we had to leave we had to be ready
to go in fifteen minutes. . I was able to return back to school
on Tuesday night but then I was told that school was canceled for the rest of the week. ,
Teresa Ramirez CSUSB freshman

. """''

When: November 17th;12:00 PM
Where:82B Tribune St; Redlands. CA

.

! ..........................................................................................................................., ...................................................... ,

:=.!For

more information contact:

~:;~~~;:1;~~:::r

"Me and my brother were moving som,e extra stuff .
into my dorm. When we walked outside a·guy approached
me and said 'Hey did you see that tree that fell and landed
on a car? My brother who was ahead of me looked to his
left and said 'Hey that's your car. I was mad but I was
shocked that this happened to my car and even a little
embarrassed because there were a couple people that were
standing around the car looking at what had happened. It
felt like a rainy day because I couldn't go anywhere and it
was almost a little depressing. "
Evan Robledo CSVSB Freshman
I

I

'=.1

Visit our website at: www.RCNMinistry.catholicweb.com

. .............................................................................................................................,......................................................:

Stephanie Salvator/Chronicle
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Air quality remains a mystery
MeUssa LeVesque
Staff Writer

The winds have died down
and the fires are contained. but for
some, worries about air conditions
still linger.
Air quality was considered to
be unhealthy for up to five days
after the Southern California fires
start~d according to Airnow, a government agency that works in
accordance with the National
Association of Clean Air Agencies.
At this point the air quality in
central San Bernardino ranges
from good to moderate. So what is
there to worry about?
Surprisingly, not much.
"If there are no underlying
health conditions, generally it (the
smoke) is not a problem," CSUSB
physician Dr. Shan Pai said.
That is not to say that no one
can or will be affected by the particulates left in the air after the
fires ar~ long gone.
"There is probably no long
term significant damage on people
who are normal," Dr. Pai said. "It
is wors~ in people who are high
risk."
High-risk individuals include
children, elderly and people with
pre-existing health conditions·such
as heart disease, asthma and allergies.
Air pollution poses a greater
risk to children because children
breathe in more air per pound than
adults and their airways are more
efficient at trapping pollutants.
"Because of this, air pollution
can affect children up to nine times
more harshly than adults," said
Robert Phalen, director for UCI's
Air Pollution Health Effects
Laboratory. "This is important
because asthma has become the

number one chronic disease keeping kids out of school."
The main pollutant from the
smoke comes from fme particles
suspended in the air. These fine
particles can irritate the respiratory
system. Exposure.to high concen-trations can cause temporary
headaches, shortness of breath,
itchy eyj!s, runny noses and even
bronchitis according to the Air
Resources Board.
· A concern that has been posed
is whether the general public runs
an increased risk of getting cancer
or other long term he~lth problems
after exposure to wildfire smoke.
People who are exposed to
toxic air pollutants at high concen-

trations for long periods of time
have a slightly higher risk of cancer or other chronic health problems, according to the Air
Resources Board.
In general the long term risk
from short term smoke exposure is
low.
"We have fantastic healing
capacity," Dr. Pai said.
The remaining ash and particulates in the air are relative for
some.
'"We might have to breathe in
a little ash but its worse for other
people.. .it's more about what happened, people that lost their homes
have it much worse," CSUSB
Freshman Regina Solis said.

Gabriel Lobato/Chronicle

The preparation for the GRE can feel overwhelming, especially if you're finishing your senior year.

Don't stress over CBEST
Gabriel Lobato
Staff Writer

.......-., ........
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The testing that follows many
undergraduate's educ-ation as they
pursue graduate programs can be
overwhelming and stressful. An
entire future potentially rests on
one test instead of years of schooling which seems a little unfair.
Everyone has heard of standardized graduate school testing
like the GRE (Graduate Record
Examination),
and
CBEST
(California Basic Education Skills
Test).
"People should at least briefly
go over the material in preparation
for the CBEST without much
worry." NerthaArroyo, a vice principal at Belverde Elementary in
Highland, CA,said.
·The CBEST covers reading,
writing and mathematics requiring
a score of 41 out of 80 or higher in
each individual section or an overall score of 123 or higher.
An advantage to the CBEST is
that no person has to pass all three
sections in one sitting. People can
go into the test looking to perform
well in one section without stress-

ing over the .entire test.
advance.
This will keep them away
According to Dr. Sang Nam,
professor in the Special Education from any surprises.
program, those who plan to tilk:e
People may compare these
the CBEST should not worry too exams to the SAT but a person's
greatly because it is a basic stan- future can be substantially set with
a Master's degree and the potential
dardized test
"CBEST is a necessary test gain for an individual can be huge.
that fulfills a purpose and is valid,"
Other factors like a student's
Dr. Nam said.
GPA and coursework can influence
All the schooling an individ- whether that student is accepted.
ual goes through is suppose to preThe GRE costs $140 compare them for the test without too pared to $41 for the CBEST so
much additional preparation.
many people stress over the GRE
The GRE ha~ a general sub- because of the cost.
ject test that covers· quantitative
Resources are plentiful for
reasoning, verbal and analytical preparation for any graduate
writing that are not meant to be at school exam in the bookstore as
the basic level like the CBEST.
well as the internet.
There are specific subject tests
Practice exams are always a
that the GRE gives out, such as good idea and are accessed easily
mathematics and psychology. Law through test websites and books
schools require the LSAT (Law such as the Princeton Review.
School Admission Council) test
A definite advantage to stuand teachers also take the CSET dents in education who take the
(California Subject Examination CBEST is that there are many profor Teachers). These all require grams available to students who
. separate testing.
•wish to attend.
Some graduate schools may
Testing will always be stressrequire a specific test be taken so ful to some people but there are
people should research their par- opportunities that will help people
ticular school enough time in relax.

..

Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com
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·UniversalS haunts provide a Museum hosts "Spooky
welcome "fire " distraction Nights" for young and old
Erin Ramirez
Staff Wriier

On
Halloween
night,
Universal
City
Walk
m
Hollywood, Calif. allowed
children to put on their costumes and go trick-or-treating
around the shops and restaurants and escape the smoke and
fire that has ,been affecting
' Southern California.
According to USA Today,
more than 100 thousand people
that were affected by the wild
fi res had to evacuate their
homes.
Buzz
Lightyear,
Transformer Robots, the Littl e
Mermaid, and the Incredib les
were just some of the costumes
seen around the city wa lk .
Children were not the only
ones dressed up .
Mothers and fathers also
dressed up to match their children .
"My sisters' friends live in
Arrowhead and they were
forced to evacuate their
homes, " Riverside resident
Nick Ebat said.
"We decided to go to
Universal Studios to go trickor-treating because it'd be a lot
better for the kids, and it's
something different to do to
keep the kids ' minds off not
being able to go home." Ebat
added.
Many peopl e attended
Universal Studios Halloween

Horror Nights to unwind and they have designated scare Monica Rangel
get their minds off the wild- zones where zombies, mon- Staff Writer
fires. Monsters and gh ouls sters, ghouls and devils come
wielding
chai nsaws
were out of the smoke to scare
among a few of the entertain- unsuspecting individuals.
T he Rob ert V. Fullerton
"The
fires
made
the
air
Art
Museum hosted its first
ers featured at the horror
quali
ty
bad
and
I
found
it
hard
annual
Halloween "Spooky
night's event.
Wh en first entering the to breathe because I have asth- Nights" event from 8 to 10
park, thrill-seekers are wel- ma," Los Ange les resident · p .m. on Halloween night.
The even t ailowed guests
comed by dancing zombie Miguel Salas said.
women, blood-covered mimes,
"It was easy to not think of all ages to participate in a
about though because of walking tour of the museum, a
and other such scary sights.
The makeup and special Halloween . It was a stress- scavenger hunt fo r Egyptian
artifacts and a costume contest
effects got more impressive as reliever." Salas added.
Halloween Horror 'Nights with a chance to win prizes .
guests ventured into the park.
"Spooky
Nights"
was
Halloween Horror Nights h ad shows for people who
by
numerou s
has four mazes, each corre- weren't a big fan of the mazes. organized
Bill and Ted's Hall oween employees of the museum who
sponding with a famous horror
movie; Hallow~en killers such A dventure, Sla ughter Wo rld, hope to hold the event next
as Jason Voorhees, who kills Chucky's Insult Emporium and Halloween as well.
"It was our first annu al
babysitters, Freddy Krueger of Dirty Magic Tricks were just
Nightmare on Elm Street fame, some of the enterta-inment proevent and our ~'!lai n purpose
was to provide an alternative
Leatherface from The Texas vided.
for trick-or-treating to parents
Chainsaw
Mas sacre
and
"The fires affected me
much later than I had thought.
and kids ," said museu m
Chucky.
The terror tram ride takes Throughout the week I had employee Andrea Callahan.
"The turnout was great and
park-goers into the back lots of bloodshot eyes, but then later I
Universal Studios and allows developed hay fever," Anaheim everyone thought the event
Hills resident Ramzi Ibrahim was very successful, " she
them to walk around .
added.
Zombies,
clowns
and said .
Spider webs and dim lights
"Halloween Horror Nights
ghouls pop out at every corner
when you'd continue down the relieved a lot of stress because created a spooky afmosphere
as guests walked through the
path.
it was the one time where I
col lection
of
Park-goers are take n by didn't have to think about the museum's
surprise when water and hang- fires, and could just focus on ancient-Egyptian artifacts.
The event 'kicked off with
ing string crac k up unexpect- having fun ," he added .
gro up tours throughout the
edly.
Universal
Studio 's
"We got to see the plane Halloween Horror Nights start- museum .
• To ur
guide
Tiffany
crash set from the Tom Cruise ed in 1998 and runs throughout
movie ·War of the Worlds. It the month of October every Talavera took the groups to
wa s pretty cool," Ebat said.
year.
certain artifacts and explained
Not only do es Halloween
Tickets vary in pnce
Horror Nights have mazes , . depending on the date.

the history of each p iece.
Talavera's tour included
artifacts like mummified pets
of Egyptian rulers, Osiris, an
Egyptian god, and Shabti tools .
"I gave three tours with
about 15 people in each one ,"
said Talavera. "The tours were
designed to focus on the
spookier objects the museum
has."
Each tour lasted approximately 20 minutes.
"I was glad to attend somewhere that didn't have that typical Halloween feeling of getting scared by
people in
masks ," said guest Ryan
Espinoza.
"The museum created an
eerie feeling in itself j ust by
offering kids and their parents
a chance to walk around mummies and other creepy artifacts,
" Espinoza added.
Guests were also offered
the chance to wander the museum in search of answers to a
scavenger hunt.
When participants finished
their hunt, their comple ted
score-sheetes were entered in a
raffle.
The night concluded with a
costume contest welcoming all
guests to participate.
Mummies,
C leopatra ,
Snow White and many more
lined up for the judges to pick

the winners.
A .total of four winners

won the contest and each was
given an individual prize.
CSUS B freshman K ati
Warfield, one of the four winners, was very pleased with the
event.
"It was nice that th ey had a
tour and the tour gu ide knew a
lot about the artifacts," said
Warfield . "It is su ch a beautiful museum."
The museum hours were
extended due to the event,
allowing many people to exp erience the museum for the first
time.
"It was our goal for people
who can'.t attend our normal
h ours to b e abl e to experience
the museum as we ll ," said
Talavera. "It also gave more
exposure to the museum."
The mu seum employees
were nervous of the outcome
due to the fires since two of the
three days of the event were
canceled.
Approximately 65 people
attended ranging in ages fro m
2 to 40.
"The Robert V. Fullerton
Musetim is the largest public
display of An'cient Egyptian
Artifacts
west
of
the
Mississippi
River, "
said
employee Andrea Callahan.
These artifacts are permanent displays at the Rob er~ V.
Fullerton museum. The museum is located next to CSUSB's
Visual Arts building.

You
Can
Te.ach!
Do you hold a college degree?
Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9 months, or
be a paid intern teacher while you complete the program.
The College of Education at California State University, San
Bernardino h~s programs in Elementary, Secondary, Bilingual
and Special Education.

Take a positive step toward your futyre!
Call us today ·at: (909) 537-5603
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Espinoa, 2, lined up for the costume contest which she eventually won at the Fullerton
Art Museum's first annual "Spooky Nights" Halloween celebration.
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Seinfeld swarms
into your theater
Elizabeth Tomzik
Campus News Editor

Bees shouldn't be able to fly.
Their chubby little bodies make it
aerodynamically impossible. Bees
don't care, and neither does Jerry
Seinfeld.
In this animated film, movie- .
goers can expect to be kept aflutter
as they are taken into the bee
world and taught a lesson that
they'll never forget 1n true animated fashion.
Seinfeld stars in the latest
Drearnworks animation, which is
brought to the big screen by the
- makers of Shrek.
Seinfeld takes the lead role as
honeybee Barry B. Benson. This
yellow-and-black-sweater-clad
honeybee thinks there's more to
life than just making honey.
His adventures outside the
hive prove him correct, but the
evidence he finds of humans tak-·
ing his beloved sweet goodness
leave him devastated.
In a lawsuit against the human
race and the corporate ladder of
honey, Barry joins forces with
friendly florist Vanessa (Renee
Zellweger); and their adventures
begin.
Little did they know that
without the bees' production and
the huma9s' consumption of the

honey, the world would take a tum
into something that they could
have never expected.
"Bee Movie" proves to be an
explosion of color, as we first find
ourselves in the sweet pastels of
the hive and are lead into
Central Park in bloom.

Simon describes
the feature as a "roller coaster," as
you take Barry's view through the
park and realize that you're seeing
the world for the first time.
Followed by a score of beautiful music that fits the scenes perfectly, "Bee· Movie" is unpredictable, which is hard to find in
most children's animated films.
With Seinfeld's humor along
the side the shared voices of
Patrick Warburton (Family Guy)
and Chris Rock, the film gives
laughs to the young and old alike.
Seinfeld was completely

JERRY SEINFELD
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HONEY JUST GOT FUNNY

involved in the project.
"Which isn't typical," producer Christina Steinberg said.
Whether it was approving the trees
in the set or reading lines, "He'd be
in there every day!" she said.
The film follows Seinfeld's
style of humor, which . is classic
and clean yet enjoyable for both
kids and adults.
"That's just not my
style," explains Seinfeld, who
says his kids are "crazy!"
about the new movie and
jokes that he's "not too
sure why!"
Jerry Seinfeld is
known
primarily
from his days in the
NBC
sitcom,
Seinfeld as the neurotic
comic who deals with the day lo
day dilemmas with his best
friends.
Seinfeld questions the idea
that his show was "the show about
nothing," and instead challenges
reporters saying that it was very
much a plot driven show.
With out that, the show literally would have been nothing,
Seinfeld said.
Whether or not you were a fan
of Seinfeld in his sitcom, it can be
certain that you'll receive at least a
few chuckles from "Bee Movie."
"Bee Movie" is as sweet as
honey.

Courtesy of Paramount Pictures

Jerry Seinfeld and Renee Zellweger star in the newest Dreamwo'rks picture about bee adventures.

Courtesy of Paramaount Pictures

Jerry Seinfeld delivers his line in the animated movie he wrote, produced and performed in.
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Elizabeth Tomzik
Campus News Editor

Tide will please metal fans.
T hose who crave clear
rock vocals will drift away in
Gabriel's voice while the monBlack Tide can rock just as ster riffs, remini scent of a
hard as Slash even though they are · modern .John Petrucci
of
barely legal enough to buy ciga- Dream Theater, will soothe the
rettes.
rock star soul.
Having parents with a "Go for
Influenced by the likes of
it!" attitude, the band has had the Guns N Ro ses, Pantera,
support to take off beyond even' Megadeth a nd Black Label
their biggest dreams.
Society, these teens rangi ng
After hearing the heavy hit- from the ages of 14- 19 have
ting vocals of the lead singer played with rockers such as
Gabriel, you would never guess Ozzy Osbourne and are cur-·
that he was only 14-years-old.
rently . op ening for Avenged
"I don't know what it's like to Sevenfold.
be old," Gabriel said.
Th e heavy me tal band was
For this teen, · playing discovered in Florida.
music isjust what he does.
Since then, the band has
'
With a classic heavy metal evolved with it's members and
· sound, including the long hair labels . .
minus the hair spray, Black
First starting with Gabriel
.4

and his brother as a team, the
band was discovered at the
Florida Music Festival and
soon had a deal with Atlantic.
After what felt like of year
of "going nowheTe:" the band
was dropped by the label and
lo st Gabriel's brother.
"It felt like we just wasted
a year of our lives," Zakk, 18,
the bassist for the band said.
With in a year after they
w ere dropped from the label.
Interscope Records picked
up the band and the rest has
been history.
Two of th e members have
graduated high school while
th e others are pursuing their
diploma on-line.
You can check out Black Tide
at www.myspace.com/blacktide
for tunes and future concert dates.
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Dia De Los Muertos
Tamara Florence
Staff Writer

lies.

"We decorate tombs with
Marigold flowers. We take their
Dia de los Muertos (Day of favorite music. We also have picthe Dead) is celebrated throughout nics where their tombs are, "said
the U.S. and Latin America during Magdalen.
"If the person's grave we are
the first two days of November.
All Saints Day is observed on honoring isn't near, we usually
Nov. I and All Souls Day is com- build their grave site altar."
Although the Day of the Dead
memorated on Nov.2, which are all
part of the Dia de los Muertos hol- is celebrated mainly in Mexico, it
is also celebrated worldwide in
iday.
The celebration was estab- many Catholic countries.
The Roman Catholic Church
lished to honor all family members
designated the Day of the Dead as
that have passed on.
The tradition dates back to an official holy day.
ancient Aztec beliefs in Mexico
The theological idea is that
those believers that have died have
before the Spanish Conquest.
The remaining beliefis·after a gone into purgatory.
person is deceased, the person's
. In Catholicism, purgatory is a
soul passes through nine levels term that is used to describe the
before it can reach its final destina- holding place between heaven and
tion: Mictlan - the place of the hell.
Celebrating the day of the
dead.
"It's a celebration to honor my dead, in Catholicism, is a way of
family members that have passed freeing those souls and allowing
them to enter heaven.
away," said Norma Magdalen.
"The Day of the Dead is a
In addition to the deceased
favorite meals being prepared, great way to resurrect memories of
sugar skulls are also made to sym- family members that have died,"
said
Marco
Maldonado.
bolize death.
The m~ls, sweet breads and "Celebrating this will allow them
sugar skulls are enjoyed by fami- to never be forgotten."

Abraham Pena Robles/Chronicle
Members of the VSA enjoying lunch together in the Student Union: from the left Jay Dum Lao, Marcia Oredonez, Conrad Calbes, Johny Lam, Jason
Tindungan, Trinch Bui, RJ Nevarro and Tony Vui. .

Club Celebrates Vietnamese CUltUre
Abraham Pena Robles Staff Writer

"Some students think that
because of the title, VSA, it's only
intended for Vietnamese students.
But it's really for everyone who
wants to help promote Vietnamese
culture," said Vui. "By doing so,
VSA is promoting diversity on
campus."
VSA has been trying to get
help from the school and
Associated Students Incorporated
(ASI), but have not made much
ground.
"We don't get much help from
the school, we try getting help
from ASI, but they are very strict
and they think we just want to get
money from them," said Vui.
"They also questioned the way
we run things. They believe that

help them once they graduate from
this school and start looking for a
career," said Vui.
Tony was the president of the
Vietnamese students now
have a place to go. The Vietnamese VSA in Mt. San Antonio College
Student Association (VSA), which before transferring to CSUSB.
was started last year, gives stuOnce · he got here he was
approached
by several students
dents a place to share their experiwho
knew
that
he headed the club
ences and learn more about their
at his old school and proposed be
own culture.
"I thought it would be nice to start another one h~re.
The program · has approxihave VSA to promote Vietnamese
culture on campus," said Tony mately 30-40 members, which are
mainly Vietnamese, but it's not
Thai Hoa Vui president of VSA.
The program is intended to intenaed just for Vietnamese stupromote Vietnamese culture on . dents.
campus.
There are a number of mem"We also try to promote bers who are Chinese, Philipp.ino,
school spirit, as well as leadership Caucasian, African American and
to our members because that will Hispanic, according to Vui.

we are not doing advertising
enough, which doesn't make sense.
Why would we spend money and
time on something that we get no
profit out of?" asked Vui.
They have a meeting every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. where they.·
discuss ideas that would help the
group in the future, announce
upcoming events and play games.
"We try to create a fun environment for the members of VSA,"
said Vui.
Their kick-off event this quarter was a picnic that took place on

Nov. 3.
"We hope that we can get
more support from the school
whether it is financially or mentally," said Vui. ·

Comlng to America
Sylvi'a Sahawneh
Staff Writer
Meng Sun eased back in his
chair in the Student Union, his
crossed arms covering the Angels
insignia on his shirt.
· "Frankly speaking, among all
the states in the US, I like
California the most. I like the climate here," he said.
Sun is one of eight st\]dents
enrolled in the new Sino-American
dual degree program. He came
from Dongying City, Shandong
Province where he attended
Shandong University at Weihai.
Now, after traveling 14 hours
of flight time, Sun resides in
· Arrowhead Village.
"As for this school, I think it is
perfect. The education level is high
and the faculty are so kind," he
said.
Nan Zhang, 19, Chen Cheng,
19, Zhou Yang, 18 also decided to
join the program and came to
CSUSB.
Sun heard about the program
while he was attending school.
The students had to fulfill certain requirements and follow specific procedures to be accepted.
First of all, they bad to fill out
an application that was screened in
China to make sure the students
were coming to . the US for the
right reasons.
The Chinese . government
wanted to make sure the students
come back to China after finishing
their sophomore and junior years
at the university.
Eleven students from China
originally applied to CSUSB but
two were rejected. One was not
able to attain an American visa,
.
. ..
according to Jenny Zorn, CSUSB's
associate provost for academic
programs.
Because the eight students
lived in different parts of China,
they all met up in Beijing before
traveling to the United States in
mid-August.
Sun was appointed the leader

of the group because he had the cia! to Sun, but he also had to give
best command of the English lan- certain opportunities that he does
guage.
not able to receive here.
"When they got here, I had to
"I may also lose some
·check up on them every other chances that I can only have in
week to make sure they stay on China to do something significant,
track," Zorn said.
·such as trying to be a volunteer for
Sun and other students are the upcoming Olympic Games,
encountering problems that they which will be held in Beijing next
did not have to face at home.
year," he said.
"Right now, the biggest probSun also explained the diffilem is the transportation. I don't culties he faces with the English
have a car, but I find lt is so impor- language.
tant to have a car in America.
"I still have a littl~ problem
Sometimes, there is a lot of incon- with my vocabulary, but this is just
venience," Sun said.
a small problem and can be solved
Coming to the US is benefi- easily, I think," he said.

Sylvia Sahawneh/Chronicle
Meng Sur\, 20 years old, came all the way from Dongying city to study at
CSUSB.

I

Sylvia Sahawneh/Chronicle
Students Chen Cheng {left}, Nan Zhang (center) and Zhous Yang (right)
from the Sin-American project spend time together in the Student Union.
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No valid comparison between wildfires and Katrina
Kevin Manning
Multi-Cultural Editor

Over the past few weeks,
media outlets have attempted to
compare the disaster in Southern
California to the tragedy of hurricane Katrina.
There have been claims that
race may have played a factor in
the response times of aid in both
regions.
But, if the two disasters are
looked at closely, it is extremely
difficult to conclude that race was
a factor in response times and
efforts.
There are several differences
between Hurricane Katrina and the
Southern California wildftres.
One is the magnatitude tOf the
disasters.
The storm bit Louis.iana on
· Aug. 29, 2005, causing torrential
downpours and subsequent flooding of levees, causing them to
break.
Once they broke, New
Orleans was submerged in water,
covering freeways and homes,
leaving nowhere for citizens to go.
On the other hand the
Cali.fomia fires destroyed thousands of acres of land and over
1,500 homes and businesses, but
the evacuees still had a place to go
to.
They could move away from
the areas where the fires were rag, ing. In San Diego, residents could
go to Qualcomm stadium. The
same thing happened in Louisiana.
Thousands · of evacuees
crowded the Suoerdome for reftw:e
from the storm, but the stadium
was cut off by weather and flooding.
It was hard to move through

~aising

the city with roads completely
under water, no electricity, and no
telephone lines.
However, in California the
evacuees had better conditions
because supply lines were open
and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and local
agencies could get aid in faster.
The fires only affected one
. part of the region, the hills, leaving
other areas open and accessible.
This made for better conditions at
Qualcomm stadium than at the
Superdome.
Not only were supply lines
open, but people who were not
affected by the fire could assist
those in need and give funds or
supplies more readily than those in
New Orleans.
The median income in San
Diego County is about $53,438 as
opposed to ' $32,338 in New
Orleans, a $21,100 dollar difference. Of course, living costs need
to be taken· into consideration but
still, people could give more to the
evacuees here than they; could in
Louisiana.
·
In addition, the hurricane
affected the whole state, so there
were not as many people who
could donate to others because
they needed the funds for themselves.
A number of those affected oy
the hurricane could not take care of
themselves before the tragedy
because about 28 percent of the
population lived below the poverty
line.
Furthermore, the response by
the local (!ovemments was different.
In Louisiana the local government took longer to respond to the
disaster than did government agen-

Courtesy of Wikipedia.com
Evacuees from the wildfires fled-to Qualcomm stadium for shelter from the storm. When they got there they found plenty of aid from FEMA and local ,
groups suppling cots, food, water and the like.

cies in California.
The Louisiana government
probably had measures in place for
a hurricane, but they were not
ready for the levees breaking; nor
could they fathom the magnitude
of such a disaster.
In California around this time
of year, the state is faced with
warm Santa Ana winds, which
often lead to fires in local mountains.

awareness about Darfur tragedy,

Beatriz Pena
Staff Writer
The Enrichment through
Action (ETA) committee presented "Darfur: Under the Scope" in
the Student Union theatre oq Nov.
I to bring awareness to the tragedy
in Darfur.
The event was meant to open
eyes to the realities of injustice in
foreign countries.
Grace Rudatsikira, the representative for ETA, hopes the event
will bring awareness to the
Genocide· in Darfur.
The
short
documentary
"Darfur" was shown and a guest
speaker talked about the issues
facing the people in Darfur.
The organization was created
to bring together a new generation
of people in hopes that change will
be made.
"Our vision is to spark an
intellectual uprising, which will
change the way that the youth
view themselves in relation to the
world. Along with this uprising
comes a new sense of responsibiliCourtesy of www.dosomething.org
ty to help the Community," accord- · Over 450,000 people have died in the Darfur conflict according to UN
estimates.
ing to ETA.
Some students heard and read
Every seat in the theater was poor living conditions.
about the tragedy, but did not real- taken and a few people had to
"It gave a broader look and
ly understand the situation.
· remain' standing.
we got to see the people that
"I had read about the issues in
The images in the movie were are going through it. It gave
Darfur, but I never really took the graphic and showed the truth about Darfur a face. Now when I
time to understand what was going Darfur.
think of Darfur, I will rememon. This event opened my eyes and
There were instances when ber those kids telling their stomade me feel like I should do the entire audience would gasp ries of how they lost their parsomething about 'it," said Esteban when certain images were shown, ents,"
said
Concepc ion
.,..,
Gallegos.
babies starving, people hurt and Martinez

Darfur tragedy outlined for students
Kevin Manning
Multi-Cultural Editor
The tragedy in Darfur, the
western region of Sudan, has been
raging for many years. The conflict r~ached its·peak in 2003.
Unlike past conflicts, which
have been caused by religion, the
current tragedy is between ethnic
groups.

The conflict is due to a number of problems facing the region.
exp~rienced
Darfur
has
drought, which caused tribes to
move to different areas to seek
water.
In addition, the region is overpopulated and different tribes are
forced to live in tighter quarters.
The conflict has lead to the
deaths of oYer 450,000 people,
according to estimates by the

>'

United Nations.
However, the Strndanese gov- ·
emment claims that just over 9,000
lives have been lost.
The tragedy has displaced
over 2.5 million people and 3.5
million people. are solely reliant on
international aid for supplies.
In Aug. 2006, the UN sent
17,300 troops to help the African
Union peacekeeping force
insure the safety of citizens.

The government has a plan for mentioned is the response times by
those fires and the state can meas- FEMA to this tragedy and the one
in New Orleans.
ure the severity of the situation.
One reason for the different
This year, the fire departments
were spread thin across the region responses times is .that FEMA
with the number of fires that hit the · learned from their past ·mistakes
area, but eva?uees could get assis- and' could respond faster.
tance from other counties that did
Also, it was easier to get supnot have fire issues unlike plies into California than it was
Louisiana where the whole state into Louisiana.
was affected by the hurricane.
"We have an infrastructure of
One other claim that has been a community that still exists," in

1

California, Glenn Cannon FEMA's
head of operations said in an article in the Orange County Register.
•
I
"Power and gas are mtact, and 1i
communications systems have not
been knocked out as they were
during Katrina. So, that's a .very
different environment tQ work in.
It allows for much greater coordination in this event than what was
going on in Mississippi and '
Louisiana."

.,
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Disaster management
Jenna Barath
Staff Writer

As wildfrres spread through
Southern California, emergency
response teams looked for someone to organize and lead their
efforts.
In emergency situations, such
as the firestorrn that engulfed
many cities throughout the state, it
is important that a fail-safe plan is
initiated to provide organization
and direction to the hard-working
people involved in the rescue
·
efforts.
When situations cross county
'lines or multiple emergencies
occur at the same time, who has
the power to make the final decisions as to who goes where and
when?
Without a plan laid out in
advance, a fast moving fire could
wipe·out towns in the time it could
take to figure out who had the
power to make decisions over each
situation.
For this reason the United
States has adopted a pre-designed
organizational plan called the
Incident Command System (ICS).
The ICS was developed by the

National Response Committee in
the 1970s to manage rapidly moving wild fires.
An incident control plan ·is
broken down into five manageable
functions: incident commander,
operations, planning, logistics and
finance.
Depending on the scale of the .
emergency, not all functions need
to be put into action. Sometimes
the damage or rescue efforts of an
emergency won't be large enough
to require ali five.
The fluid nature of the plan
allows for the res to be put into
action in small emergency situations and can also provide structure to emergencies that reach a
national level.
The ICS provides guidelines
for management of emergency situations.
"As disasters become more
complex, the person in charge
hands the baton off to someone
higher," retired Pasadena frrefighter George Stalzer said.'
This way there is no confusion
as to who is in charge. Fire chiefs
are able to focus their efforts on
containing the disasters instead of
worrying about losing power over

their jurisdiction.
Across the nation, almost all
public safety personnel are trained
in ICS guidelines. This allows
first-responders to put the proper
procedures into action.
It is very comforting that a
plan like this is already composed
and ready to be put into action as
soon as it is needed.
A lot of time and energy could
be wasted trying to detenrtine the
proper chain of command but, with
the ICS, the guidelines are clear
and therefore time can be spent
doing what is really important attending to the emergency.
The fires that engulfed much
of southern California were
declared a national emergency.
Although the damage was
devastating to many communities
throughout the Southland, the
results could have been worse.
Resources were spread thin,
but the organization of all the rescue crews allowed for the
firestorrn to be contained.
Hundreds of thousands . of
acres were burned, but the outcome could have been catastrophic
without the proper guidance of the
ICS.

..

~

Shane Olguin/Chronicle

When faced with escalating disaster situations, emergency personnel know the chain of command.

.

.

The comforting truth about insurance
Shane Olguin
Staff Writer

to,.,
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.Reinsurance may seem confusing, but in reality it's the reason why insurance claims are approved.

Reinsurance is a little known
concept to the average policy holder. lts_impact on the average insurance buyer can be huge.
"I don't even know what reinsurance is," San Bernardino property owner Christie Acevez said.
"1 pay my premiums when they're
due but I never really looked into
how exactly it works if they need
to pay me back."
"Reinsurance means one
insurance , company purchasing
coverage from a second insurance
company for a risk that the first
insurance company is insuring,"
Jeffrey Katz, vice president and
CFO of Munich American
Reassurance Company, said.
It is not surprising that many
insurance policy holders don't
understand the concept of reinsurance. After all, it is not something
that is typically discussed in the
media.
Following the devastating
California wildfires of the last few
weeks, reinsurance will play a key
role when the time comes for
insurance ~ompanies to pay disbursements to the thousands of
home and business owners that
lost property.
Hypothetically, let us say
Insurance Company 'A' takes out a

$10 million policy on an expensive
house in hilly country. The risk of
something happening to this house
is high, as we have seen over the
last few weeks with the devastating wildfires.
To both protect itself and help
share the large risk that it might
have to pay out on the policy,
Insurance Company 'A' takes out
several policies on its own $10
million policy from other insurance companies, known as reinsurance agencies.
.
Insurance Company 'A' is
sub-contracting out parts of its
original $10 million policy to other
insurance agencies.
"There are many different reasons why insurance companies
might choose to· buy reinsurance,
but spreading of losses is the primary reason,"'Katz said.
Insurance companies will feel
the financial pinch after the bout of
wildfires California faced this
year. Government agencies are
reporting that the cost of damages
will easily exceed one billion dollars.
Wildfires are not the only
risks that insurance companies
have to account for. According to
the California Emergency Plan
published in 2005, California is
susceptible to other natural disasters such as floods, agricultural
emergencies, landslides, drought,

energy shortages and earthquakes.
With a long list of possible
disasters to cover, it is easy to see
why insurance companies need to
insure themselves. If they did not,
they would be liable for billions of
dollars of payouts on their own.
"If one insurance company
had to pay the tens of billions of
dollars in losses alone, it might
face bankrUptcy," said Katz.
Reinsurance agencies often
sub-contract their own reinstired
policies. In this case reinsurance
for reinsurance agencies is called
retrocession.
What do all these layers of
insurance mean to the average policy holder?
It means that should a catastrophe occur where an insurance
company has to pay out a huge
sum of money, the policy holder
will receive their money w~thout .
fear of the insurance company
going under in the process.
In the end it probably does not
matter where insurance reimbursement money comes from when
you have lost your home, as long
as the money gets ·where it is
going. However, it is comforting to
know that insurance policies are
layered t9 provide both insurance
companies and their customers
with an acceptable level of coverage in even the worst of catastrophes.

Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com

Courtesy of http:l/adminfin.csusb.edu/police

The former external affairs director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency known as FEMA,
was fired from for having FEMA employees pose as reporters at a fake news conference.
•

CSUSB Police worked diligently during th e emergency. Have you thanked an officer lately? Our
police department, along with other safety personnel kept our campus safe during the fires .

.
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Men's soccer set.s ~goals high
moving in the right direction.
Kooiman now only has to
focus on the men's soccer program,
instead of having to ·focus on the
Noah Kooiman, coach of men's and women's programs.
CSU SB's men's soccer team,
Kooiman has been responsibad high aspirations for his . ble for both squads in previous
team's 2007 season.
seasons.
Despite
th eir
coach's
He said he believed he was
goals, the Coyotes ended the always playing catch up when he
season with a dismal 5- 13-2 was coaching both programs for
record.
the school.
"We could h ave easily
Kooiman did not think he was
been 11 -6-2 if it wasn' t for cer- going to be running the double
ta in calls in · t hose games," program for as long as he has.
Kooiman said, referring to the
He said some coaches would
offic iating in several of the not want to run a double program.
team's games .
Kooiman has been the head
Kooiman feels the Men's soc- coach for CSUSB since 2004 and
cer team's high level of talent was was an assistant coach before that.
not necessarily reflected in their
Before Kooiman came to
less-than-impressive record.
CSUSB he was coaching at Cal
Kooiman said his 2007 squad, State Fullerton.
"battled every day and they were a
This year's squad was solid
very coach able team."
academically and athletically and
"There is always a dark horse their coach was very proud of all
in our conference," said Kooiman. the things they were able to
The "dark horse" is a team accomplish.
which takes the fourth and last
"They are a phenomenal
spot in the conference tournament. group ofl<ids on and off the field,"
Making the conference tour- said Kooiman.
nament is Kooiman's goal every
The men's team is losing
year.
seven seniors this year which
According to the . coach, any could cteate obstacles for next
team with a record of .500 or bet- year's team.
ter should have a great shot of
One senior who will definitely
making it into the tournament.
be missed is Lorenzo Loson.
The fourth place .team this
He was ranked fourth in the
year was CSU Monterey Bay with conference in shots, according to
a 6-5-3 conference record.
CCAA.
Kooiman believes that he did
Kooiman ~ants to make
not use his full roster· down the CSUSB a strength in the Inland
stretch of the season.
•
Empire.
The coach feels like the
He is dedicated to CSUSB's
CSUSB men's soccer program is Men's soccer program.

Greg Cadogan

Staff Writer

Courtesy of Robert Whitehead

CSUSB's Obi Agwu (right) jumps !or a shot against Sonoma's Codie Ericson

CKP
·tha campus kitohans projaot
welcome to the newest
.class~oom on campus:
the kitchen.
Fight hunger in your community!
Email:
info@campuskitchens.org

Fight to the finish
Anna Aguilar
Staff Writer

The Women's Soccer team
tied 0-0 in double overtime to Cal
State San Diego on Tuesday night.
This was a conclusion to the
teams' most successful season
since 2003.
The team also played the
Tritons, who are ranked No. 17 in
the nation and No.3 in the Far West
Region.
The Coyotes went into their
third match, only to reach a 'standstill The Tritons ended up out
shooting the Coyotes 21-5.
The match lasted for a total of
11 0 minutes.
They ended their season with
a .500 record, as the Tritons moved
on to become the CCAA conference championships.
The Coyotes soccer teams'
defensive . back line . comprises
Junior Sophie Bruins, and
Sophomores Ashley Salas and
Lynn Castillo.
The goalkeepers for the team
this season are Leslie Rhodes and
Shawna-Rei Kam. The goalkeepers prevented the Tritons from
scoring.
They all worked together to
keep the Tritons from scoring.
Kam made a total of eight
saves in the last 65 minutes and
Rhodes had two saves during the
· first half of the game.
The Coyotes were up against
three of the top seven teams in th~
NCAA Far West Region.
Their losses came at the hands
of No. 7 Cal State L.A, with a
score of l -0 and a 3-0 shutout to
Cal State Dominguez Hills, who
are ranked No. 4.
The Coyotes four conference
wins this season were the most
since 2004 when the team won six
of their CCAA matches. They had
more wins than the last two seasons combined.
Jacqueline Reyes will be leavCourtesy of Robert Whitehead
ing the team this year when she Teammates Katie Liby (Left) and Ashley Salas hug each other
graduates.
after the teams win against Sonoma earlier th is season.
I

www.oampuskitohans.org
,

Since Kooiman is now focusing on the men's team be feels he
can dedicate more time to recruiting.
He wants players who are
going to stay in the system for four
years.
"I don't want any o~e and
done players,'' said Kooiman.
K<;>oiman stressed the educational
opportuiutles
at
CSUSB to new recruits.
Some people do not even
know CSU SB exists which
makes it a challenge . for
recru iting.
Since he is involved with
the Arsenal FC, a soccer club
in Alta Lorna, he can recruit
from there, he said.
The Coyotes lost their second to last match of the season
with a shut out of 8-0 against
Cal State .Dominguez Hills.
The Toros are ranked at No.3
in the Far West Region and No. 17
in the nation.
While the team 's final game
was held against Cal State L.A.
losing a tight match with a sc<;>re of
1-0.
The Coyotes posted their second strai!?ft losing season in
CCAAplay.
:
It became their fourth straigh~
season with an overall losing ses-:
sion. The team is 6-20-4 in confer-:
ence for the past two season.
Despite another d isap-'
pointing season with a 5-13-2'
overall record and a 2-l 0-2'
CCAA record, the head coach
has high goals set for next sea-•
son, which he expects to bring:
a turnaround.
'
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Fires no problem for volleyball Disney
classic

Curtis Miller
Staff Writer

Allison Whiteside
Staff Writer
The volleyball team soundly
defeated · Cal Poly Pomona
Wednesday night after losing their
first CCAA division match of the
year over the weekend to UC San
Diego.
The Coyotes had a full schedule last week as they faced two
tough opponents at the Coussoulis
Arena. The game on Friday the
26th was one of the first events to
happen on campus after the closure
due to the fires.
In the game the Coyotes completed their second sweep of Cal
State LA this season.
Things seemed to be beaded
in the same direction on Saturday
the 27th as the Coyotes were up
two games . to none on UC San
Diego.
The Coyotes won the first two
games, 30-23 and 30-13. The game
took a turn for the worse as arch
rival UC San Diego rallied back to
win the next two games 30-25 and
30-27.
The UC San Diego Tritons
then defeated the Coyotes 15- 12 in
the final and deciding game.
"San Diego has some hard
workers. They never give up. They
are a force and we let them back
into the game," said Coyotes coach
Kim Chemiss
San Diego rode the strong
efforts of Rebecca Bailey and
sophomore Sylvia Schmidt. Bailey
had 19 kills and Schmidt had 16
kills and scored the game winning
point.
Schmidt was named CCAA
volleyball player of the week for
her efforts.
UC San Diego has now had
three consecutive players named
player of the week. The team is
picking up its momentum at the
right time in the seaso\} as the
Pacific Regional begins November
15th.
The Coyotes had strong performances in the game by Jessica
· ·
Granados, Sharea Drawn, Sara
Women's volleyball team remains on track despite their recent lost
· Rice, and Sara Hoffman.
Granados had 18 kills, six of the Coyote athletic teams. .
"We have to look at the loss as matchup.
blocks, seven digs and two service
"This is a real rivalry," said
aces, while Drawn had 16 kills and · a positive and see w.hat we can do
to avoid this from happening coach Cherniss. "They have a very
a .407 hitting percentage.
good program and we always have
Sara Hoffman continued to again", said Chemiss.
The two teams split their last epic battles."
lead the CCAA in assists, as she
The loss to UC San Diego was
added another 53 against San 18 meetings and appear to' be on
Diego. Sara Rice had an incredible another collision course at the the Coyotes first loss at home since
.8 12 hitting percentage, going 13 Pacific Regional. UC San Diego 2005 and their first to a Division II
knocked CSUSB out of the tourna- opponent this year.
for 16.
The Coyotes rebounded from
The Coyotes hope to learn ment last season, while the
from their loss and use it as a moti- Coyotes swept UC San Diego ear- the loss on .HalJoween night as
lier this season in their first they swept Cal Poly Pomona on
vator going into post season play:

For the past ten years, Disney
has hosted the Disney Tip-Off
Classic at Walt Disney world in
Orlando, Fla.
~his year marks the inaugural
event of the tournament being
played on the west coast in
Anaheim after several years on
the east coast.
·
The men's basketball team
will be participating in the tournament this year from Nov. 2-4.
This tournament was first
proposed by Don Landry and
John Bisignano for Disney Sports
Attractions. Since then, this tournament has become a destination
for the top Division II basketball
teams on the east coast.
"Disney's Div.ision II Tip-Off
Classic has become one of the
best Division II men's and
women's tournaments in the country," said Don Landry, former
preside~t of the Division II
Commissioners Association and
Tip-Off Classic tournament director.
"The combination of the
strong field of teams and Disney .
experience makes this an attractive tournament destination to our
colleges and universities," said
Landry.

Viet Nguyen/ Chronicle
to UC San Diego and recent fires that affected practices for many

the road handing them their first
home loss of the season. Cal Poly
Pomona was ranked 24th nationally at the time of play.
The win gave the Coyotes
their fifth conference title in the
last eight seasons.
The Coyotes (22-2 overall and
14-1 in CCAA play) remain listed
as the number one seed in the
Pacific Region.
The team fell . from being

ranked second•nationally in NCAA
Division II play to fifth.
The Coyotes have three games
remaining before the Pacific
Regional begins.
.
· The games include their final
home game of the regular season
Friday versus Dominguez Hills,
followed by back-to•back away
games on the 9th and 1Oth versus
Cal State Stanislaus and Chico
State.

'Yotes on the p:fowl
Courtesy

of

I

Coyote Online

Senior Kim Miller ran the
fastest 6,000 meters of her collegiate career Satutday, leading
CSUSB to a seventh-place finish
in the 2007 California Collegiate
Athletic Association (CCAA)
women's cross country championship.
The Coyotes wound up just
one point shy of sixth place San
Francisco State but well back of
CCAA champion Cal State L.A.,
.which captured the 6,000-meter
event with a team score of 24.
CSULA's Karla Alburez won
the race in 20:55.46 to earn runner
of the year honors.
Miller, former Rim of the
World High School star from
Rimforest, finished 30th in
22:54.3, five spots ahead of senior
Megan
Holt
of Highland

\

(Redlands East Valley HS) who
has been the team's top finisher in
meets this fall.
Holt finished 35th in 23:06.9,
also a personal best, over the Cal
State Stanislaus course.
Senior · Holly DiGerolamo
(Riverside I Woodcrest Christian
HS) was the No. 3 Coyote into the
finish chute, timed in 23:31.5,
good for 37th spot.
Junior Kari Brandt (Green
Valley Lake/ Rim of World HS)
also finished under 24 minutes,
winding up 41st at 23:49.3.
Junior Alena Mohd-Yusof
(Victorville I Victor Valley CC)
rounded out the top five for
CSUSB, in 42nd spot in 24:02.3.
Senior Amy Gilsen (Redlands
I Riverside CC) was close behind
in 43rd spot and given the same
time.
Shawna
Alvarez
(Twentynine Palms), Marlene
Malagon (Yucaipa) and Kristen
Torrez (Barstow) also ran in the

meet for CSUSB. The Coyotes
will compete in the NCAA West
Regional meet on Nov. 3.
CCAA WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIP
Team: 1. · Cal State L.A. (24); 2.
Chico State (50); 3. UC San Diego
(58); 4. Cal Poly Pomona (116); 5.
Cal State Stanislaus (154); 6. San
Francisco State (1.~4); 7. CAL
STATE . SAN BERNARDINO
(185); 8. Humboldt State (206); 9.
Sonoma State (274); 10. CSU
Monterey Bay (322);
Coyotes runners: 30. Kim
Miller (22:54.3); 35. Megan Holt
(23:06.9); 37. Holly DiGerolamo
(23 :3 1.5); 41. Kari Brandt
(23:49.3); 42. Alena Mohd-Yusof
(24:02.3); 43. Amy Gilsen
(24:02.3); 56. Shawna Alvarez
(24:17.2); 58. Marlene Malagon
(24:36.1); 65. Kristen Torrez
(24:46.1).
Champion: Karla Alburez
(Cal State L.A.) 20:55.46

•

Anna Aguilar/ Chronicle
The women's cross country team stays focus on future challenges
that they face ahead as they stretch to prevent injuries.

The teams that play in the
east coast tournament play in The
Milk House at the Complex,
which is a state-of-the art multisport field house, according to the
Disney Sports website.
The first men's team to win
the tournament was the University
of Southern Indiana. The first
women's champion was the
College of Saint Rose in New
York.
In 2003, the tournament
switched to a round robin format.
This changed the tournament so
that there are four men's teams
and four women's teams.
"The CCAA is extremely
proud and happy to help sponsor
this expanded Disney Classic
event," said CCAA Commissioner
Robert J. Riegert. "This is a premier event and it should really
help add to the prestige. of
Division II basketball. I look forward to our relationship with
Disney as we stiut this inaugural
event."
The four teams playing in the
men's bracket are Cal State San
Bernardino, Metropolitan State
College,
Montana
State
UniversityBillings
and
Kentucky Wesleyan College.
Kentucky We~leyan College
participated in the East Coast
Classic in 1998 and eventually
won the championship.
The women's bracket consists
of UC San Diego, Western
Washington University, Colorado
Christian College, and Augustan'a
College, who participated in the
East Coast Classic last year.
The teams participating in
this event will be staying in
hotels arou nd the Anaheim
area, and are invited to a pretournament celebration at the
Disneyland Resort.
A 1so,
the CCAA is hosting a reception
with an assortment of food and
beverages, along with courtside
seats for the CSUSB vs. Montana
State Billings game on Nov. 3.
The other games scheduled
for the men's Coyote basketball
team are on Friday, Nov. 2 against
Kentucky Wesleyan, and Metro
State on Sunday, Nov. 5.
All the games for the tournament take place in the Anaheim
Convention Center Arena at the
Disneyland Resort in Anaheim,
Calif.

